
Signs & Signage Systems 
Your ideas made reality
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The Gallery 
Some examples of our signage

On the front page:
Top Left: Interpretation panel in oak & Dibond
Top Right: Post and plank directory sign
Bottom Left: Aluminium Sign tray
Bottom Right: Bespoke signage in oak, teak  
and mild steel with hand-cut lettering

On this page:
1: Aluminium sign tray with tubular frame
2: Sign tray with raised lettering
3: Bespoke signage in steel, aluminium and oak
4: Golf course signage in solid surfacing material and balau
5: “A” board in external mdf & oak
6: Marker post in Man-made Timber
7: Aluminium fingerpost with decorative finial
8: Flat plate aluminium sign
9: Site board for John E Foster & Partners; digital print on Foamex
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10: Commemorative plaque in brass 
11: Aluminium sign tray on square posts
12: Flat plate aluminium sign
13: Sign tray in aluminium
14: Small sign tray in powder-coated aluminium
15: Aluminium sign tray with digitally printed face
16: Memorial plaque in stainless steel
17: Aluminium sign tray with digital graphics and protective polycarbonate sheet
18: Oak-framed aluminium sign

19: Encapsulated Interpretation panel framed in Man-made Timber
20: Aluminium sign tray on wooden posts
21: Aluminium sign framed in Man-made Timber
22: Bespoke signage in stainless steel with digital print
23: Bespoke sign in hardwood & aluminium
24: Post and plate town entrance sign



Unit 7, Barrington Court, 
Ward Road, Brackley, 

Northamptonshire NN13 7LE

t 01280 701093
f 01280 702843
sales@greenbarnes.co.uk

Greenbarnes Ltd 
Not just another sign company
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Greenbarnes did not set out to become a sign company; it happened as a 
result of us responding to “Can you make us ………………?” requests received 
mainly from our existing customers who had come to us originally for notice 
boards. Over the years we have developed a range of standard products to 
meet the most frequent requests, but unlike many of our competitors we 
retain the ability to engineer bespoke solutions when appropriate.

Standard products and bespoke items 

Materials and techniques used include:

Flat plate aluminium signs
Aluminium sign trays
Post & plank signs
Finger posts
Directory signs
Interpretation panels
Encapsulations
Commemorative & memorial plaques
Clip frames
“A” boards
GRP signs

Aluminium
Mild steel
Stainless steel
Hardwoods
Recycled plastics (Man-made Timber)
Composites
Solid surfacing materials
Vinyl lettering
Engraving
Hand-painting
Digital print

We pride ourselves on making client’s ideas become reality. A case in point is 
the St George, Edgbaston project illustrated above. Following a long struggle 
to reconcile the conflicting requirements of the project architect, Diocesan 
Advisory Committee, and local planning authority with the constraints of their 
budget, the client approached us for help and advice. After consideration 
and consultation we were able to deliver a solution acceptable to all parties 
at approximately one third of the cost previously estimated.  

For further information on our services, to discuss your requirements or to 
request a “no obligation quotation” please contact us. Please note that for 
larger projects we now also offer a consultancy service.


